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How and why did Europe rise to world pre-eminence? Providing an overview of this central historical

conundrum of modern times, Historians Debate the Rise of the West enables students to grasp

major scholarsâ€™ evaluations of the biggest picture of all: how Western civilization fits into modern

world history.  Most historians who write in this area subscribe to a combination of interpretations

set forward by scholars of the field, like David Landes, Jared Diamond or Kenneth Pomeranz. But it

is often difficult to understand the position they are coming from, and for readers to understand

clearly how Europe made the transition from merely one of many developingÂ civilizations to the

worldâ€™s first industrial power. In this volume, Jonathan Daly introduces us to the main

interpretations of Europeâ€™s rise that have been proposed over the past half-century and presents

the views of these historians and schools of scholarship, advocating for each point of view and

letting each author speak for him or herself through the inclusion of brief textual selections. Also

included are interesting biographical details for each scholar, as well as a list of further reading for

each chapter and a collection of maps. An ideal introduction for students of world history.
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'In this invaluable primer, Jonathan Daly brings together the most influential arguments from the last

half century of anglophone scholarship on the perennial question: what led to the rise of the West?

Students will get reliable summaries of the diverse views of more than a dozen prominent historians

(and historical sociologists) - and in prose often more readable than the original texts.' Professor

John McNeill, Georgetown University, USA "Although faculty often incorporate books they have



read into courses they teach, never before has this reviewer wanted to develop a course around a

particular text until reading Dalyâ€™s Historians Debate the Rise of the West. Presenting various

historical theories examining the rise of the West in world history and its corollary of â€œwhy not

China,â€• Daly (Univ. of Illinois at Chicago) writes an excellent volume of such diverse theories as

the uniqueness of Western culture, the development of world systems and geographic imperatives,

and the importance of East Asia as a determinant of the Westâ€™s rise without trying to force

students into accepting one theory over another. Dalyâ€™s easy writing style, straightforward

presentation of various theories, and inclusion of maps, notes, and further reading materials make

this a text worth having. Summing up: Essential." K. Lynass, University of Maryland in CHOICE

A very instructive overview of the various theories as to why the West pulled ahead of the rest.

Specifically as opposed to China. This is a very complicated topic with no lack of ideas. If you are

looking for a place to start reviewing the subject, or if you wish to expand your knowledge of the

many ideas and concepts then this is an excellent book. Short but highly informative and to the

point. Recommended also is the other book by the author "The Rise of Western Power" . I

recommend this book highly.
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